Marksville, LA Fun Shoot and ELR Match Rules

Fun Shoot General Rules and Safety
1. All participants must preregister and prepay before the event.
2. All laws must be followed.
3. Participants must leave if their behavior is not safe. Unsafe behavior includes those who cannot
safely handle a firearm or are disruptive to others.
4. Participants may only go down range when everyone on the firing line is aware they will be
downrange. At least one individual must remain on the firing line to make sure nobody on the
firing line begins shooting while someone is downrange.
5. No loaded firearms while people are downrange.
6. No AP, API, APIT, Incendiary, spotter tracer, tracer, or steel core rounds on steel targets
provided for the fun shoot or match. Tracers are allowed for night shoot on steel targets. Use
ammo without a steel magnetic core during the match but bring some tracers for non-steel
targets. If a magnet sticks to ammunition that ammunition is not allowed on these steel targets.
Steel targets provided will be removed if they are damaged from steel core ammunition.
7. Avoid damaging anything on the property and littering.

Additional ELR Match Rules
1. Match participants must arrive at the firing line before the match begins in time for the safety
brief. Those who arrive after their match will not have the opportunity to shoot that match.
2. No one will be allowed downrange at any time during the match.
3. Shooters must keep rifles unloaded until the RSO or scorer allows them to load.
4. Shooters must show scorer the chamber is empty after they are done shooting.
5. Shooters may not ask scorer for help in determining where impacts land. Shooters may choose
to use a spotter and volunteers will probably be available.
6. No AP, API, APIT, Incendiary, spotter tracer, tracer, or steel core rounds on steel targets
provided for the fun shoot or match. Tracers are allowed for night shoot on steel targets. Use
ammo without a steel magnetic core during the match but bring some tracers for non-steel
targets. If a magnet sticks to ammunition that ammunition is not allowed on these steel targets.
Steel targets provided will be removed if they are damaged from steel core ammunition.
7. If a shooter believes a target was hit but the RSO or scorer does not observe it then it will be a
miss.
8. Match director may interrupt or make changes to competition rules as necessary to make sure
the match is safe, fair, and efficient.

